Strengthen Core Business Even Further (6) Network

- Installed base stations and systems at the fastest pace in our history. To build up competitiveness prior to MNP ⇒ No. of base stations as of Mar. 31, 2007 expected to increase to 1.5 times the number as of Mar. 31, 2006.

FOMA Outdoor/Indoor Coverage

Expand FOMA coverage to a level superior to mova’s by 2006/fall
- Comprehensive coverage in buildings/underground areas
- Plan to cover all JR stations and highway service areas
* Examples of measures implemented in Kanto-Koshinetsu region

Area quality improvement catered to customer requests
⇒ “We value your comments on FOMA quality” campaign*, etc.

Proactive PR campaigns
⇒ “We’ll increase FOMA antennas declaration”*, etc.